MEMORANDUM

To: Joel Bloom
Chair, Undergraduate Council

From: Elaine Carlson

Date: November 15, 2007

Re: Undergraduate Council Approvals

I have approved all council recommendations related to core curriculum:

- UC 9391 07F: ECON 2301: Global Economic Concepts (Soc/Behav Core course)
- UC 9392 07F: ECON 2304: Microeconomic Principles (Soc/Behav Core course)
- UC 9393 07F: ECON 2305: Macroeconomic Principles (Soc/Behav Core course)

I have approved all council recommendations related to degree programs:

- UC 9354 07F: THEA 3368: Costume Design for Dance (new course)
- UC 9355 07F: THEA 4339: Dramaturgy (new course)
- UC 9356 07F: THEA 4360: Theatrical Wig Construction and Styling (new course)
- UC 9360 07F: Phronesis Politics and Ethics Minor (new minor)
- UC 9381 07F: FREN 3314: Advanced Grammar and Composition II (new course)
- UC 9382 07F: ITAL 4304: Italian Culture in English Translation (new course)
- UC 9384 07F: WCL 3352: Latin American and Latino Film Studies (new course)
- UC 9386 07F: WCL 4322: Seminar in Scholarly Production (new course)
- UC 9387 07F: WCL 4362: Seminar in Latin American and Latino Literatures (new course)
- UC 9388 07F: WCL 4381: Seminar in Latin American and Latino Cultural Studies (new course)
- UC 9401 07F: DAN 3311: Dance History II
- UC 9417 07F: RELS 3370: The Bible and Modern Science (new course)
- UC 9418 07F: RELS 3375: Christianity and Ethics (new course)
- UC 9419 07F: RELS 3380: Introduction to Asian Religion (new course)
- UC 9420 07F: RELS 3385: Buddhism (new course)
- UC 9421 07F: RELS 3390: Hinduism and Jainism (new course)
UC 9422 07F: RELS 4320: Religion and Personality (new course)
UC 9423 07F: RELS 4360: Clash of Civilizations (new course)
UC 9430 07F: SPAN 4366: History of the Spanish Language (new course)
UC 9432 07F: SPAN 4374: Teaching Spanish to Heritage Learners (new course)
UC 9440 07F: COMM 4382: Advanced Nonlinear Editing
UC 9441 07F: BIOL 4366: Molecular Evolution (new course)
UC 9445 07F: ART 3318: Book Arts (new course)
UC 9446 07F: ART 3321: Perspective Drawing
UC 9447 07F: ART 3328: Rendering and Sketching
UC 9448 07F: ART 3380: Intermedia Seminar (new course)
UC 9449 07F: ART 3381: Intermedia Laboratory (new course)
UC 9450 07F: ART 4198: Independent Study
UC 9451 07F: ART 4298: Independent Study
UC 9452 07F: ART 4306: Advanced Drawing (new course)
UC 9453 07F: ART 4398: Independent Study
UC 9454 07F: ART 4498: Independent Study
UC 9455 07F: ART 4598: Independent Study
UC 9456 07F: ARTH 2384: Baroque Art
UC 9457 07F: ARTH 3301: Critical Theory (new course)
UC 9458 07F: ARTH 3302: Contemporary Art Criticism (new course)
UC 9459 07F: ARTH 3311: Greek Art
UC 9460 07F: ARTH 3313: Roman Art (new course)
UC 9461 07F: ARTH 3317: Ancient Near Eastern Art (new course)
UC 9462 07F: ARTH 3387: American Art I
UC 9463 07F: ARTH 3388: American Art II
UC 9464 07F: ARTH 3394: Selected Topics in Arth History
UC 9465 07F: ARTH 3395: Selected Topics in Critical Theory and Criticism (new course)
UC 9466 07F: ARTH 4394: Selected Topics in Art History
UC 9467 07F: ARTH 4395: Selected Topics in Contemporary Theory and Practice (new course)
UC 9468 07F: IART 3300: Introduction to Interdisciplinary Art (new course)
UC 9469 07F: IART 3395: Selected Topics in Interdisciplinary Arts (new course)
UC 9470 07F: IART 4300: Collaboration Among the Arts (new course)
UC 9480 07F: Interdisciplinary Arts Minor (IART) (new minor)
UC 9563 07F: INDS 2501: Industrial Design Studio IV
UC 9564 07F: ARCH 3350: History of Pre-Christian Architecture Through Archeological Assumptions
UC 9565 07F: ARCH 3351: History of the Architecture of the Ancient Mediterranean World
UC 9566 07F: ARCH 3352: Architecture Study Trip
UC 9567 07F: ARCH 3360: Beaux-Arts Architectural Rendering
UC 9568 07F: ARCH 5355: Saintes Workshop
UC 9658 07F: B.F.A. Studio Art-Printmaking - discontinue program